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maRia viRginia sanna, Quasi rupto, quasi rumpere. Dalle XII Tavole ai Digesta.
Object of  this research is the analysis of  the meaning of  the expression “quasi rupto/quasi rumpere” in Ulpian’s thought and in Brutus’ 
and Vivianus’ thought, two former jurists.
The word “quasi”, in my opinion, was used to show the absence of  one of  the necessary requisites for the “damnum iniuria datum”, 
particulary in Brutus, the absence of  the contact “corpore” with the object “ruptum”, the “fetus”.

enRico maRia polizzano, Aspetti gnomici e proverbiali nell’epigrafia metrica greca e latina: una rassegna.
The presence of  gnomic and proverbial themes in epigraphic poetry was explored only by sepulchral inscriptions, not by other kind of  
metrical inscriptions. This paper offers a survey about Greek and Latin epigraphic non -  sepulchral poetry with gnomic and proverbial 
aspects:  the reuse of  literary proverbs (especially from aesop) in epigraphic poetry highlights the notable interchange between literary 
and epigraphic code. From this point of  view two are the most important evidence, that is gnomic themes of  Seven Sages and proverbial 
aspects in oracles (from asia Minor and sortes Patavinae).

maRcello valente,Timocrate di Rodi e l’oro di Farnabazo: per una cronologia delle Elleniche di Ossirinco.
Xenophon in his Hellenica and the anonymous author of  the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia describe the outbreak of  the Corinthian war, but their 
opinions diverge radically about responsabilities: the former charges Persian king of  bribing Greek cities through gold fostering hatred for 
the Spartan rule; the latter says hatred for the Spartan rule preceded the delivery of  gold and outbreak of  hostilities so that the Persian gold 
was simply a mean to help Greek cities to begin a war they had already wanted to fight. The comparison of  the two narratives shows that 
anonymous author wrote before Xenophon who reacted to his version of  facts changing the chronological orders of  events significantly 
to exalt agesilaus’s deeds in asia Minor diverging from both the anonymous author and Spartan propaganda.

luigi vecchio, I laterizi bollati di Velia.
The aim of  the presented work is to examine the various aspects of  the historical-epigraphic problem proposed by stamped bricks of  
Velia products during the third and second century BC, typical for shape and marking system. In particular, the study focuses on the most 
closely epigraphic aspects related to the inscriptions on Velian brick stamps: one, called ‘costante’, consists of  letters delta-heta, the other, 
called ‘variabile’ is instead composed of  an abbreviation of  anthroponyms, which is an indication of  the magistrate or the owner or opera-
tor of  the workshop. The marking system adopted in Velia shall be placed in the broader context of  similar productions in Magna Graecia 
and Sicily and in the rest of  the Greek world. The appendix of  the paper presents a complete list of  stamps known up to now, prior to 
the drafting of  a collection being prepared.
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maRgheRita cassia, L’esercizio della medicina nella Sicilia repubblicana e imperiale.
The meticulous collection and analysis of  literary, archaeological and epigraphic sources relating to physicians originating in Sicily or still 
active in the island between Hellenism and Late antiquity provide relevant data not only on a quantitative basis and from the point of  
view of  social research, but also for their peculiar geographical location and the cultural aspects which are possible to be inferred from 
anthroponyms mostly Greeks. These data also allow to formulate a hypothesis about the existence in Sicily, alongside the persistent cult 
of  Asclepius, of  two local ?scientific? schools of  medicine, whose members enjoyed a prestige so large as to exceed the boundaries of  
the island and reach the imperial court.

lauRetta maganzani, Ius Latii ed urbanistica locale in Transpadana: il campus di Vercelli.
This survey concerns the Latin-celtic stone coming from Vercelli (CIL I2, 3403°a), an impressive inscribed boundary stone that publicly 
marks the boundary of  a campus donated by a local notable to the community of  Vercelli: the text records the intention of  the local 
communities, or at least of  their leading exponents, of  conforming to the urban model of  the capital by reproducing the structure of  
Campus Martius on a smaller scale and by using it as center of  public aggregation.

daniele malfitana, Archeologia della produzione e diritto romano. Il marchio aRRETINVM: copyright, falsificazione o messaggio pubblicitario?
The paper aims at analysing the occurence of  the stamp ARRETINVM on the Imperial red slip ware. The analysis of  the epigrafic data 
in conjunction with several examples where the stamp is accompanied by the name of  a specific manufacturing or geographical sites could 
imply the existence of  a general market of  imitations. In some occurrences, similar stamps are, in fact, recorded on vases which were not 
produced in arezzo. The Roman giuridic information and the ceramic evidence will be examined in order to understand the responsability 
of  an individual or group of  individuals involved in pottery production and the social and economic dimension of  the imitations of  the 
ARRETINVM stamp within the Roman laws.

giovanni nicosia, Potens rerum omnium.
The recent discovery of  a new fragment of  the Monumentum antiochenum, belonging to chapter 34 of  the Res Gestae, allows us to 
read potens rerum omnium, whereas potitus had been previously suggested. This reading (which is certain) is of  remarkable importance for 
the author of  the present contribution: it should induce us to revise our vision of  the augustan principate, because it contradicts the 
assumption (based on the erroneous restoration potitus) that augustus recognized to have seized irregularly the power.

gianfRanco puRpuRa, I papiri e le costituzioni imperiali in Egitto.
“Nel quadro di un progetto nazionale (PRIN 2008) che coinvolge cinque unità di ricerca di università italiane (Palermo, Reggio Calabria, 
Genova, Bologna e Milano Cattolica), al quale partecipo come coordinatore, viene illustrata la peculiarità della documentazione dei papiri 
egiziani per la ricostruzione della legislazione imperiale classica e postclassica, in riferimento alle fonti, prevalentemente epigrafiche o di 
altra natura, offerte dai vari territori dell’Impero, o ai testi trasmessi dalle note codificazioni tardoromane”. Parole chiave: Costituzioni 
imperiali, Egitto, Papiri, Epigrafi, Legislazione imperiale.

andRea filocamo, Locri Epizefiri: l’archivio di Zeus e la monetazione.
The article deals with the locrian coinage and suggests a new chronology of  it using, as interpretive key,  letters and monograms that are 
impressed on the coins, which permit to establish relations of  contemporaneity. assuming that those symbols identify the eponymous 
magistrates of  the polis, it is also possible to establish chronological relations with some bronze tablets from the archive of  Zeus Olympios, 
dated just through the eponymous. The research shows a large concentration of  issues between 4th and 3rd century b.C. and a strong rela-
tion between Locri and Syracuse in the age of  agathokles. also the problem of  the basileus (magistrate in Locri or foreign king?) is again 
called into question: according to this reconstruction, five of  the six tablets mentioning him should be ascribed just to Agathokles.
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Rossella lauRendi, Imper(ium) recept(um): la  qualificazione costituzionale dell’investitura di Claudio.
The rise to power of  emperor Claudius constituted a break with previous ways of  imperial succession. By examining the sources, the legal 
bibliography, not considered in the doctrina of  the Roman Law, and the iconography coins with legendae IMPER RECEPT and PRaETOR 
RECEPT, this study tries to show that the imperial acclamation by Praetorian Guard should be viewed not as a simple political event 
but as a constitutional innovation in the practice of  imperial succession, which will be followed by many emperors of  the first century, 
especially by Vespasian. 

maRio amelotti, Salvatore Riccobono e il Gnomon dell’ Idios Logos.
Si indaga l’origine della pubblicazione del Gnomon dell’Idios Logos da parte di Salvatore Riccobono Junior, editore attento a non farsi 
condizionare dall’esegesi nel tradurre il testo per non compromettere la fedeltà linguistica e contenutistica all’originale. Si dà conto dello 
svolgimento del dibattito critico su alcuni paragrafi dell’opera nel corso del XX secolo.

Johannes platschek, Una iscrizione funeraria emendata nella necropoli sottostante la basilica di S. Pietro.
In der Grabinschrift AE 1987, nr. 154 verdient eine nachträgliche Ergänzung Beachtung bei der Rekonstruktion der Identität der Bestatteten 
und ihrer familiären Verhältnisse. Damit verschwinden auch rechtliche Probleme, die die bisherige Lesart der Inschrift aufwarf.

daRia spampinato, L’informatica applicata all’epigrafia giuridica.
The article deals with the activities, within the BIA-net project, of  the unit CNR, to whom the a. belongs. It aims to make accessible online 
the scientific Romanist heritage already digitized in the BIA but currently available only on CD-ROM, creating a digital library for histori-
cal and legal communities offering a variety of  different services. To make BIa-net an application that meets minimum requirements for 
interoperability, standard characters (the Unicode encoding system), data (declarative metalanguage XML) and related management pro-
grams (an open source, portable and web interface) have been adopted. To achieve this, the conversion was carried out on both the textual 
and bibliographic archive of  BIa respectively in TEI / XML and in DC / XML, as also on the creation of  a web interface prototype for 
data access.


